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Traditional methods to enhance infrared images include linear gray stretch and 
histogram equalization enhancement. Linear gray stretch method merely trans-
forms gray values of the infrared image to the range [0,255] according to the li-
near mapping relationships to improve the contrast of the image[3]. Histogram 
equalization method changes the contrast by considering the entire image informa-
tion. It can make the image obtain a higher contrast by compressing grayscale with 
the fewer number of pixels and extending one with more number of pixels[4]. Both 
of these two methods process the image itself rather than consider the requirement 
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Abstract. Since the infrared image has disadvantages such as narrow gray distri-
bution, low contrast and blurred vision effects, a new method of gray transforma-
tion of infrared image based on human visual property is proposed. The method 
aims to transform the gray distribution of infrared object to the sensitive regions of 
human visual system to enhance display effects of infrared images, which takes 
advantage of the feature that human visual system has different ability of visual 
resolution for infrared object information under different gray background. Expe-
riment results show that the processes infrared images have rich details, clear out-
line and more suitable for observation. 
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1 Introduction 

Infrared image is different from visible image which has low background and high 
contrast, since useful signal generally is mixed in the background resulting in low 
contrast, poor visual effects and limiting application of infrared imaging technolo-
gy[1]. Therefore, infrared images usually need enhancement in the practical 
project to meet the requirements of further processing such as infrared target de-
tection, tracking and identification[2]. 
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of human visual characteristics. Since the final effects of infrared image processing 
is observed by the human eyes which have special visual requirements of bright-
ness of the background and objectives of the infrared images. For instance, human 
eyes gain different details of the same target due to the brightness of the back-
ground. Meanwhile, human evaluate the image quality.  

Therefore, this paper provides a method of gray transforms which is based on 
human visual characteristics to enhance the visual effects. 

2 Human Visual Character istics 

Visual research shows that the response of the human eyes to the changes of the 
light brightness is nonlinear[5]. Usually the minimum light intensity to enable hu-
man eyes just to distinguish the light difference is called the visibility threshold of 
the brightness. In other words, visual system fails to perceive the change of light 
brightness in the certain range when light brightness increases. It can sense the 
change only when the light brightness increases I+ΔI which is called contrast sensi-
tivity[6].     

We use the image as the Figure 1 shows to study the threshold of changes of the 
brightness in different light brightness background and establish the model of the 
human visual change with the light intensity. In Figure 1, the gray scale of the 
background and the object can be adjusted and can change in the range of [0,255]. 
First of all, set the gray scale of the background to 0, increase the gray scale by 1 
from 0 until the object can be observed clearly and record the gray scale of the ob-
ject in the background with 0 grey scale. Repeat the process until the gray scale of 
background is set to 255. Depict the curve as shown in Figure 2 according to the 
records. Figure 2 is visual resolving ability curve.   

 
Fig. 1 Object in the different background 

 
Fig. 2 Visual resolving ability curve 
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Figure 2 indicates that human eyes have a poor resolving ability of gray scale 
when the gray scale of the background is big or small and they have a satisfying 
ability when the gray scale of the background is in the middle range. For example, 
human eyes can hardly distinguish the object in the background with gray scale be-
ing 0 and can observe the object when the gray scale increases up to 6. Meanwhile, 
human eyes have the strongest resolving ability near 32 and they only can observe 
the object when the gray scale of object is 3 near 255. 

We can build the piecewise function according to Figure 2: 
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In this equation, y∆  is visual resolving ability and x  is grey scale. 

3 Gray scale transformation based on visual resolving ability 

We can process the infrared image according to the visual characteristic as the fol-
lowing steps. First of all, we move the gray scale range of infrared image to the re-
gion of the gray scale being 32. Then we transform the gray scale of infrared image 
based on visual resolving ability curve and make it cover from [0, 255]. 

In order to process the infrared image, we need to build the model of infrared 
image gray scale transformation. Function 1 shows the relationship between visual 
resolving ability and gray scale. We can obtain Function 2 by get reciprocal of 
Function 1 as follows: 
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Where dy  is the reciprocal of y∆ , that is the gray scale which make human 
eyes observe the object in the background with the gray scale x . Then integrate 
Function 2 and get Function 3 which is the gray scale of the whole infrared image 
observed clearly: 
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Where wy  is the resolving gray scale after processing, if the gray scale range of 
the input infrared image is [ ]min max,x x , the resolving gray G of the whole image can 
be written as follows: 
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Assume that the gray scale range expands to / /
min max,x x    after processing. Then 

the multiple of expanding is:  
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Function 5 can be simplified as functio6 when the gray scale range is [0, 255]. 

 255K
G
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We can gain the infrared image gray scale transformation function combining 
function 3, 4 and 6. 
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Where ty  refer to gray scale of infrared image after transformation, Function 7 
considers the visual resolving ability into the gray scale transformation. According 
to the logarithmic relationship between the gray scale transformation ty  and input 
gray scale x , we can conclude that logarithmic transformation expands the original 
gray scale information in the gray scale range of human eyes having satisfying re-
solving ability; it compresses the original gray scale information in the gray scale 
range of eyes having poor resolving ability. In this way, we can establish gray scale 
transformation curve for observation easily. 

4 Exper imental Results 

We took an infrared image and chose it to conduct experiment to verify the algo-
rithm. The experiment results are shown in Figure 3. Figure 3(a) is the original 
infrared image and the histogram. Figure 3(b) is the image after gray scale trans-
formation based on histogram equalization enhancement and its histogram. Figure 
3(c) is the image after gray scale transformation based on visual property and its 
histogram. 
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(a)Original infrared image and its histogram 
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(b)Image after gray scale transformation based on histogram equalization enhancement and 

its histogram 
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(c)Image after gray scale transformation based on visual property and its histogram 

Fig. 3 Effect comparison of gray scale transformation based on histogram equalization enhance-
ment and based on visual property. 

Figure 3(a) has a narrow range of gray scale distribution which almost all the 
pixels distribute between [0, 47]. We can hardly observe the face in the back-
ground under the poor contrast. The gray scale almost cover [0, 255] in the Figure 
3(b) with the traditional method and distributes uniformity; however, the image is 
lighter and the outline of the object is not clear. We can't obtain more details. 
While the gray scale distributes between[0, 200] in the Figure 3(c) with the new 
method. The image has better effects with rich details and more information. 
Comparing Figure 3(b) and Figure 3(c), we draw a conclusion that gray scale dis-
tribution of infrared images based on visual property mainly distributes in visual 
sensitive region and gray scale distributes uniformly in [20, 120] which can show 
the outline of the face clearly with medium contrast. 
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5 Conclusions 

The paper firstly studies human eyes resolving ability and then builds the 
logarithmic model of infrared image gray scale transformation. The model can 
transform the input original image to the region human eyes are sensitive to with 
the help of visual property. The experiment results indicate that infrared image 
gray scale transformation based on visual property can gain more information and 
better visual effects. Meanwhile, it can be easily realized. It will have bright future 
in the practical projects. 
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